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I am incredibly grateful for the opportunity to participate in the Attingham 

Summer School 2014 program and I would like to express my sincerest thanks for the 
scholarships I received from the Monument Trust and from The International Trust for 
Croatian Monuments. I became acquainted with the Attingham Summer School Program 
through my friends and colleagues from Zagreb and Split who attended this program 
and the Royal Collections Studies program few years ago.  

I remember having a drink with my friends two years ago, and all three of them 
were reminiscing about their experiences with resounding enthusiasm and infectious 
passion. They persuaded me that I should absolutely apply because it is a special 
opportunity to learn and expand one’s professional skills in a particular environment of 
academic excellence and charming social occasions. I was convinced of course, but I 
thought that their ardour was being somewhat of a friendly persuasion, reinforced by the 
relaxing atmosphere. Few weeks of my post-Attingham rebound, I can only say it was 
only just.  

Also, upon coming to the West Dean, on the first official gathering, on the July 4th, 
when we were warned by our great heads of the school, that we are about to have a life 
changing experience and that very warm and emotional relationships and friendships 
shall occur, I also gathered that it was but a compelling persuasion. Now, I think it was 
insufficient.  

Because indeed, those weeks ahead proved to be everything I was warned of and 
so much more. I came out of it enriched with a whole new set of information about 
country houses, collection presentation, building/institution management, historical 
research, etc., and also richer with a wide range of new connections, contacts and, what is 
especially important – with some magnificent friendships. I believe that the effects of my 
attending this program shall be revealed gradually and that I am not yet aware of its full 
meaning and consequences.  
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To explain my reflections on the program and its benefits for my further 
development, I have to briefly explain my field of work and expertise. I am a curator in 
the Ivan Meštrović Museums, working in the Meštrović Atelier in Zagreb, Croatia. It’s a 
former artist house and studio, a historic 17th-18th century building, which has been 
modernized by Meštrović in the third decade of 20th century. My museum consist of three 
additional units – Meštrović Gallery in Split, and two sacral buildings, Meštrović family 
mausoleum, the Church of the Most Holy Redeemer in Otavice and Meštrović’s Crikvine-
Kaštilac, a renaissance citadel in which he placed his Holy Cross Chapel. 

Apart from managing the collection in the Meštrović Atelier and his museum 
buildings in Zagreb, I am doing the scientific research on his life and art, with special 
interest in his international contacts, his public monuments, sculptures, and architectural 
heritage in Zagreb. Also, I am the author of the MEŠTART project, which is dealing with 
interventions of contemporary artists, Croatian and foreign, in the Ivan Meštrović 
Museums in Zagreb and Split. 

All those fields have gained from the Attingham Summer School. First of all, the 
visits to thirty two houses and gardens have made me rethink the notion of the 
complexity of the house and its surroundings. We have been gradually introduced with 
all the aspect of the house history, architectural structure, interior decoration, collections, 
everyday life, etc. Carefully selected examples served as case studies which introduced us 
to various themes and questions. The fieldwork and lectures revealed to me a whole new 
aspect to my everyday curatorial and scientific practice.  

 

  
Petworth House, the North Gallery 

 
As I come from the museum, the collecting and display is one my major interests. 

Although we have dealt primarily with paintings of earlier periods, some of the notions 
can be applied in various cases. In my case it is the modern sculpture. I have enjoyed the 
lecture of Andrew Moore on that topic. His engagement spread on every further case, 
like for instance the one in the Petworth House, which was very interesting to me. 
Furthermore, as I am devoted to the memorial aspect of presentation, I was keen to learn 
in what way the memory of William M. Turner is preserved and presented, and how is it 
covered in the publications which I have found in this place. My appreciation of this 
painter has grown from viewing his masterpieces in situ and from learning about his 
living and working in the house.   

Not to mention, how constructive it was for me to turn the gaze on the landscapes 
and gardens which were, and still are, both artistic inspiration and creation. The talks and 
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guided tours of the gardeners, their explanation of the history and today’s care is also 
something which I can bring to the colleagues who tend our museum gardens in Split. 
And I feel encouraged to propose a more refined approach in their presentation to the 
public (and even to us people who work in the museum). 

The key word of the program is the variety. One had an opportunity to learn about 
the same aspects in the different contexts. Such as, the involvement of the family with its 
contemporary artists and collecting and presenting art, as George O'Brien Wyndham, 3rd 
Earl of Egremont with Turner. We could investigate the interlacement of family history 
and history of arts in the Renishaw Hall. The impact of The Sitwells, the zealous 
collectors and patrons of the arts, was revealed in exciting exchange with Alexandra 
Hayward, Jeremy Musson, Christine Archer and Christine Beevers. I re-discovered the 
family’s impact in my later visit to the National Portrait Gallery in London, where I’ve 
found some pieces of art, which I saw earlier in the Renishaw Hall.  

The diversity of the speakers, like I just mentioned, really helped me understand 
each house and its topic. We were very well prepared with the lectures which we 
previously had. The variety of lectures and houses and speakers approaches helped us to 
build, bit by bit, the multifaceted structure of the reality of the country house. Some 
overlaps of the topics only enabled us to develop a deeper insight.  

 

 
Parham House and Gardens 
Ivan Meštrović, Remembering, 1929, marble 
 

I would like to return on the collections which we have seen. In one in Parham 
House I was very pleased to find three works of Ivan Meštrović. The marble masterpiece, 
sculpture Remembering, and two bronze busts, family portraits of Lady Brabourne and 
Alicia Pearson. Thanks to help from the Attingham Trust, I was given by Lady Emma 
Barnard some documentation regarding the links between Ivan Meštrović and Pearson 
family.  

Also, because of the colleagues who attended the program, Anne Buddle (National 
Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh) and Richard Aste (Brooklyn Museum, New York), have 
some works of Meštrović in their institutions, we have already exchanged some 
information, and I think we shall do even more in the future.  

I was also acquainted with the activities of Giles Waterfield regarding the network 
of artist houses and studios, which I find quite useful for my museum which is 
developing its international connections. Olivia Horsfall Turner was very kind to send 
me the documentation with references to the presence of Ivan Meštrović in the archives 
of the Victoria and Albert Museum, where she works. Hopefully, we shall start 
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cooperation with Stanislav Sucharda Museum from Prague, thanks to new acquaintance 
with one of the alumni of the program, Martin Krummholz. 

I must admit I didn’t expect to gain so many new contacts which are related to my 
field of work, and I am very satisfied with it. What I did expect was to learn about the 
different ways of presenting the objects of art and everyday life in the context of historic 
interiors, which could help me refine my approach. Every example provided me some 
useful input. For the curator the greatest challenge is to tell the story about the history of 
the house and of the specific object. And what is most intriguing, to find the right balance 
between those two dares.  

The Belton House was an engaging example of diverse possibilities of creating 
different tours regarding a single topic which was explained in the leaflet. The other main 
thing is working with the volunteers and making them the perfect guides and story 
tellers. It was very stimulating to be informed about diverse approaches to 
communicating with the public in different houses. 

As one of my principal interests is the dialogue between the contemporary art and 
the modern art of Ivan Meštrović, that is introducing the contemporary elements in the 
historic frame, it was very encouraging to be presented with the activities of the 
Chatsworth, where the family and professional staff are very engaged in supporting the 
contemporary art and challenging the artists to provide the new readings of the past, 
history, heritage. Generally, it was quite beneficial to speak to professionals of the 
Chatsworth about their master plan and challenges they meet in their work. Regarding 
the contemporary art I must mention also the charming Woolbeding Gardens and the 
Old Rectory in Quenington.  

 

 
Woolbeding Gardens 

 
It is hard and unfair to point at a specific lecturer. Each and every one gave us 

precious knowledge and what is likewise very important – her or his passion and specific 
structure of presenting the facts and building the conclusions, which can be applied to 
our work, no matter how different it may be. I am in awe with broad and inexhaustible 
knowledge of Elizabeth Jamieson on such broad spectra of themes. I shall never regard 
textiles the way I have seen them before I met exquisite Annabel Westman. Peter Brears’ 
explaining of the practical functioning of the house, and the way it reflects to its 
architectural structure (and vice versa!) was also one of the highlights of the program.  

With all the visits and presentations we got the most comprehensive insight in the 
topic of the country house. On the matter, I have to mention the lecture of Olivia Horsfall 
Turner who engaged us with her complex, well-structured approach which relies on 
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extensive knowledge of history and philosophy of architecture, and some literary 
sources. Lisa White’s remarks on lighting and the country house were as well completely 
new revelation, both intriguing and practically applicable. 

I must mention our privilege to be greeted by the families, owners who told us 
their personal stories, permitted us to stroll in their private rooms, and presented 
themselves as very warm and charming hosts. The possibility to listen to them explaining 
their family destinies enabled me to understand more profoundly their personal 
attachment as well as various impacts of the then history, politics and social conditions.  

On the other hand, the students on the program were so generous in sharing their 
knowledge on painting, furniture and all other topics. The possibility to exchange 
opinions on specific houses, to learn some more on the functioning of the English 
Heritage and National Trust, from the colleagues who work in that institutions, and of 
course in other similar institutions, was so precious for me. It was kind of the Attingham 
Summer School in the shadow. 

I appreciate this summer’s experience as an opportunity to learn about something 
which is specifically English, in the meaning of historical development and heritage 
(English county house) and today’s functioning (the English Heritage and National Trust, 
engagement of the families). But I also see now the English country house as the micro-
universe of European and World’s history. For it was English history which moulded the 
European and World’s histories. And many of the owners of the houses, or the people 
who visited them, had their important roles in them. English county house reflected the 
many changes in the styles and tastes. It housed the various influences which came from 
the near and far corners of the world.  

In one of the houses, I could tell the story of my artist, Ivan Meštrović, and the way 
he was connected to English history. On other occasion it was a French, Chinese, Dutch, 
American or some other colleague who told us about the elements of her or his national 
culture, found in a specific house. It was all about exchange, inclusion, praising the 
specificities, similarities and differences of our cultures and histories, all on the example 
of the English country house. 

I must admit I feel slightly unprepared to write this report. I haven’t read all the 
books I brought from the trip, I hadn’t sorted all the hundreds and hundreds of photos. 
Each day something occurs in my mind, some different idea or information I got during 
the Attingham Summer School, and the way I can apply it in my work. Or I get another 
email from my colleague with some valuable thoughts and information, and there are 
many more I still haven’t written and I attend to. From all those exchanges something 
new and unexpected reveals. Perhaps I should have written another report a little later, 
when the memories and the information settle down.  

But, because of all that uncertainty I am positive that the impacts of the Attingham 
Summer School shall follow me till the end of my living and working days. And I can’t 
wait to tell another colleague about this life changing experience. She or he will think I 
exaggerate a little bit. But after her or his summer of exploring the English country house 
everything will be different, as it is for me. 
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